Registering for 2020 Virtual Judging in FairEntry

Prepare

Because registering for a virtual judging is very much like an actual “Entry Day” at your county fair, keep in mind that you will need to have your exhibits completed prior to registering in FairEntry. Related to this, be mindful of registration deadlines that might have changed.

It is also recommended that you read this entire guide before beginning registration, so that you have all the items ready for registering in FairEntry.

Registering in FairEntry

Registration for the virtual fair begins in FairEntry. More information (including video guides) is available on the 4-H Fair Entry web page (z.umn.edu/4HFairEntry) or in these guides:

- Quick guide (1 page)
- Detailed guide (6 pages)

Registering for virtual judging

When registering for virtual judging, you may encounter these additional steps:

Public Viewing and Video URL (link)

Some entries will offer the option of your Video URL being shared publicly on the FairEntry results page.

Also, some entries will require (or offer the option of) submitting a video URL.

- Learn more about generating a video URL
- View video URL instructions for families and examples of videos (z.umn.edu/4h-virtual-judging).
Questions for reflection

You might be asked some reflection or other questions (for example, "Why did you choose to do this exhibit?", "What did you learn doing this exhibit?")

- Answering these questions may be required, and you won’t be able to go back and edit your responses after submitting your entries.

Adding photos

One or more photos will likely be required to be uploaded as part of the registration process.

Once you have your photos saved (must be in .jpg, .png, .gif, or .tif format), click on Select File to locate and upload your photos.

After uploading, you’ll be able to delete the photo and upload a different one, but once you’ve submitted your entry, you won’t be able to delete or replace the photo.

Learn more about taking good photos and other virtual judging instructions for families (z.umn.edu/4h-virtual-judging)